2nd Grade Opposite Words/Antonyms #2

Grade 2 Vocabulary Worksheet

Write down the word that has the opposite meaning.

1. ___________ shallow

2. ___________ harmony

3. ___________ deny

4. ___________ country

5. ___________ calm

6. ___________ ditch

7. ___________ first

8. ___________ comfort

A. deep  B. clash  C. stack  D. wind
E. second  F. downtown  G. pain  H. mean
2nd Grade Opposite Words/Antonyms #2

Grade 2 Vocabulary Worksheet

Write down the word that has the opposite meaning.

1. DEEP ________ shallow
2. CLASH ________ harmony
3. MEAN ________ deny
4. DOWNTOWN ________ country
5. WIND ________ calm
6. STACK ________ ditch
7. SECOND ________ first
8. PAIN ________ comfort

A. deep B. clash C. stack D. wind
E. second F. downtown G. pain H. mean